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Digital Evidence Searches and Seizures

1.  Is the Fourth Amendment applicable?

 inside the box vs. outside the box

2.  Is it satisfied?

 two approaches to digital evidence

conceptual difficulties of applying 
traditional doctrines to digital evidence

What Is Reasonable?

The core 4th Amendment concept  -- its meaning serves 
to regulate:

* under what circumstances s/s may occur

* scope of the intrusion
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where you come out is a function of where you go in

Are computers merely containers or something "Special?"

view #1:  Data are Documents / Container 
Analogy

i #2 “S i l A h” t S/ f d tview #2: “Special Approach” to S/ of data on 
computers

Document Searches

Andresen v. Maryland:   warrant for --

specific docs re -- lot 13 T "together w/ 
other fruits, instrumentalities ... of crime"

 upheld s/ of law office 

 cannot use complex scheme to avoid detection when   
police have PC suspect has evidence

Andresen:

 " Some innocuous documents will be 
examined, at least cursorily"  

 officials & judges must assure S/ officials & judges must assure S/ 
minimizes unwarranted intrusions upon 
privacy
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PLAIN VIEW

scope of S/:   determined by objects sought

requirements:

1. prior valid intrusion

2.  observing object in plain view

3.  incriminating character of object immediately 
apparent  (has Probable Cause)

4.  inadvertence requirement explicitly rejected
Horton v. California, 496 U.S. 128 (1990)

Plain view & computers

contents of unopened files

View#1

data analogous to document search:  can 
look at all data to ascertain value

View2 "special approach" 

imposes limitations on search to restrict 
application of plain view doctrine

View #1:  Analogy to filing cabinets/containers

RATIONALE:   Computer is a Container
 cannot anticipate form of "records"

"no principled distinction" between digital &  paper record

 scope:  includes all containers reasonably likely to have
items described in warrant 

= =
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View #2:  Rejects Document S/ Container Analogy

must take “special approach” to s/ of data 
contained on computers

premise: writings & computers:

fundamentally different, both in degree 
and in kind

U.S. v. Payton, 573 F.3d 859 (9th Cir. 2008)

FACTS:  warrant for search of financial records in drug case – did 
not explicitly authorize s/ of computers

"It is true ... that pay/owe sheets indicating 

example of special approach

p y g
drug sales were physically capable of being 
kept on Payton's computer."

HELD:  s/ violated F/A

Contrary ruling "would eliminate any incentive for 
officers to seek explicit judicial authorization for 
searches of computers."  

example

"a warrant authorizing a search of the text files of a 
computer for documentary evidence pertaining to a 
specific crime will not authorize a search of image 
files containing evidence of other criminal activity."

People v. Carratu, 755 N.Y.S.2d 800 (S. Ct. 2003)
(citing Carey)

 excluded evidence of "unambiguously" named files (named 
"Fake ID" containing false ID documents) when warrant for 
files relating to sale of illegal cable TV access devices
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Why Computers are "Special"

 vast array of information
-- documents
-- financial records
-- business records
-- E- mail
-- internet access paths
-- deleted materials

 ability to sort, process, and transfer info

 means for communication via e-mail

 connects to internet

 important privacy concerns

CAUTION: technology rapidly growing and changing

some underlying concerns with Wholesale Seizures

1.  Potential disruption and invasion of  
business, professional practice, personal lives

2.  General Warrants  -- a principal vice the 
Fourth Amendment was supposed to prohibit !

Consequences of "special" approach

1.  warrant sets out S/ limitations
(ex)  file names, extensions, date range

2.  Warrant sets out S/ methodology
(ex)  key word s/ for relevant terms

3.  May need use of technical S/ engines
(ex)  ENCASE, FTL, etc

4.  May need 2nd warrant for intermingled documents  

5.  Limits what is in Plain View
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Search protocols --
which are "Reasonable?"

should one be required?

situation: have properly seized large amount of media

What is the proper method to search? 

should one be required?

 possibilities:
 9th circuit !!
 special masters
 taint teams
 magistrate review
 technological restrictions on scope of search
 no special rules:  just "reasonableness"

U.S. v. Comprehensive Drug Testing, 579  F.3d 989 (9th Cir. 2009)

warrant for drug tests of 10 players

actual seizure was:

25 page list of all BB players, who were 
tested for drugs during 2003 seasontested for drugs during 2003 season

list of positive drug tests of 8 of 10 players 
sought

medical records of individuals in 13 other 
sports, 3 businesses, and 3 sports 
competitions

1. Magistrates "should insist" gov't waive reliance upon 
plain view doctrine

2. Segregation and redaction must be either done by 
specialized personnel or an independent third party. 

if d b 't t l t i t

en banc decision  #1

-- if done by gov't computer personnel, must agree in warrant 
application that computer personnel will not disclose to investigators 
any info other than that which is target of warrant

3. Warrants/subpoenas must disclose actual risks of 
destruction of info and prior efforts to seize the info 
in other judicial fora
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4. search protocol must be designed to uncover only 
info for which gov't  has probable cause and only 
that info may be examined by case agents

5. gov't must destroy or, if recipient may lawfully 
possess it, return non-responsive data, keeping 
issuing magistrate informed about when it hasissuing magistrate informed about when it has 
done so and what it has kept

CDT -- rehearing en banc #2

new opinion: 621 F.3d 1162 (9th Cir. 2010)

5  rules of en banc #1 now in concurring opinion

j it i di it l id i l tmajority: views digital evidence as special category 

 rejects plain view

 requires prior approval in warrant for execution 
procedures 

CDT -- rehearing en banc #2

goal: 

"maintain the privacy of materials that are 
intermingled with seizable materials, and to 
avoid turning a limited search for particular 
information into a general search of office 
file systems and computer databases"

________________
"obvious case of deliberate overreaching by 

the gov't  ... to seize data as to which it 
lacked PC"
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special masters

where large volume of data seized from D's law office:

special master to decide what data 
responsive to SW  or  w/in exception such 
as plain view

U.S. v. Abbell, 914 F. Supp. 519. (S.D. Fla. 1995)

procedure

1.  execution team composed of federal agents seizes or copies 
ALL computer media

2.  agent not otherwise involved in investigation designed to 
review media to determine responsiveness to warrant

3. {AUSA not otherwise involved screens materials identified in 
step 2 for privileged materials}

taint teams

step 2 for privileged materials}

4.  {AUSA then meets and confers w/ DEF on privilege 
questions}

5.  {if cannot agree, AUSA goes to CT for judicial determination 
of privilege}

Manno v. Christie, 2008 WL 4058016 (D. N.J. 2008)
procedure "reasonable"  -- rejected special master alternative

other "special" rules

1.  Must limit search to certain terms, dates, etc

E.g., People v. Carratu, 755 N.Y.S. 2d 800 (S. Ct. 2003)E.g., People v. Carratu, 755 N.Y.S. 2d 800 (S. Ct. 2003)

2.  get a second warrant

E.g., Carey
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rejection of special execution rules:

U.S. v. Brooks, 427 F.3d 1245 (10th Cir. 2005)

Rejecting requirement that Govt describe specific search 
methodology

"This court has never required warrants to contain a 
particularized computer search strategy. We have 
simply held that officers must describe with 
particularity the objects of their search."

Technological  premise of "Special Approach"

Papers:
no way to determine what to seize w/o some review 
of everything in cabinet

Computers: tools can refine S/ ----Computers: tools can refine S/ ----

tailor S/ by , inter alia:

* limit by date range

* key word S/

* limit by file type

premise:  file name labels / extensions accurate

Different storage formats make info stored in file 
"easily ascertainable"

[ex]   financial spreadsheets store info in different
format than  word processing programs

Conclusion:

If S/ warrant for financial records, cannot look at telephone lists, 
etc, absent showing other files have financial records 
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Carey example

warrant to S/ computer files for

names, telephone numbers, ledger receipts, addresses, 
other documentary evidence pertaining to sale and 
distribution of controlled substances

10th Cir. 1999

search execution:

files w/ sexually suggestive, obscene names  
--- many w/  "teen" or "young"  JPG extension 

* 1st file opened:   child porn

* more “jpg” files opened:   child porn

Tenth Circuit:

Files w/ porn labeled "JPG"   w/   sexually suggestive 
title

After 1st child porn  file, Lewis aware:

*before opening files -- what label meant

*knew not going to find drug related activity

Lewis ABANDONED permitted search

Critics of limits by file name /  suffix

Professional investigators: Must S/  all stored data

Conceal  -- store in random order w/ deceptive file names

Cannot tell what  storage medium contains by looking at names, 
suffix

Courts:

Like saying may not seize plastic bag w/ white powder
labeled "flour" or "talcum powder"

Disguise easy:   sexyteenyboppersxxx.jpg 
-- renamed -- sundayschoollesson.doc
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Utility of Technological S/ Programs

Q#1:  Technical Question:

Can technological search programs reliably sort  info?

search engines -- none 100% reliable
-- many investigators do not rely exclusively on

electronic storage evolves
-- gov't must keep pace or  catch up

-- previous quotes of professionals:
need to examine to insure

Technological Search Programs

Q#2:  Constitutional Question

Even if S/ programs adequate to ID 
relevant materials, MUST they be employed?

considerations:

* technology a moving target

*  basis for in F/A?

1.  does s/ have to be least intrusive or merely reasonable?

2.  basis in F/A to specify S/ methods in advance?

Constitutional basis for mandating
execution procedures?

1.  Andresen: for document S/

“responsible officials, including judicial officials, must take care to 
assure that they are conducted in a manner that minimizes 
unwarranted intrusions upon privacy”p p y

2.  Plain language: Warrant Clause requires --

oath
probable cause
particular description of place to be s/
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Dalia / Grubbs :

reject view: warrants must specify manner of 
execution

executing officers decide how to execute warrant

Warrant Clause  or Reasonableness Clause?

g

Nonetheless,  "the manner in which a warrant 
is executed is subject to later judicial 
review as to its reasonableness." 

U.S. v. Grubbs, 547 US 90 (2006)

Intermingled Documents

Should amount of materials change analysis?

Diaries often contain evidence unrelated to crime

Filing cabinets often hold personal itemsFiling cabinets often hold . . .   personal items

Different rules for ....
filing cabinets, diaries, books, floppy 
drives, hard drives, and other storage 
devices?

traditional   two step F/A approach

1.  is warrant properly issued ?

apply warrant clause requirementsapply warrant clause requirements

2. is execution proper?

no special rules for digital cases  no special rules for digital cases  

sole Q is Rsole Q is R–– apply Andresen/ Dalia / Grubbs apply Andresen/ Dalia / Grubbs 
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Supreme Court rejects ranking containers

at one point, tried to distinguish among containers:

 luggage -- high expectation of privacy

 other containers did not "deserve full protection of F/A"

REJECTED

 language of F/A:  "protects people and their effects, whether they 
are 'personal' or  'impersonal'"

 "impossible to perceive any objective criteria"  for viable 
distinction:

"What one person may put into a suitcase, 
another may put into a paper bag." 

"Special approach" is inconsistent with 
Supreme Court cases

1.  U.S. v. Grubbs, 547 U.S. 90 (2006)

2.  Dalia v. U.S.,  441 U.S. 238 (1979)

both reject implicit warrant issuance requirements

3.  Andresen v. Maryland, 427 U.S. 463 (1976)

permits broad document search

4.  U.S.  v. Ross, 456 U.S. 798 (1982)

rejects distinctions between containers

llots of developing issues

applying established rules to digital evidence 
containers

1.  searches incident to arrest

2 b d h

6  4  80

2.  border searches

3.  Child porn cases
2/3s of all reported decisions !
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extended discussion in ---

Clancy, The Fourth Amendment Aspects of Computer 
Searches and Seizures: A Perspective and a Primer,

75 Miss. L.J. 193 (2005)

Clancy, The Fourth Amendment:  Its History and 
Interpretation (2008)

www.NCJRL.org
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